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Strafford Webinar: Intersection of Qualified Opportunity Zones and Trusts & Estates  
November 26, 2019
1:00 – 2:30 pm EST

Panel:
Ricardo R. Calderon, MAS Advisors, LLC  

Lawrence M. Lipoff, CohnReznick LLP
Andrea Levine Sanft, Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management  

Alan J. Tarr, Loeb & Loeb LLP

Background information

1. The objectives of the QOZ legislation, and questions about whether they will be met
2. Tax benefits from QOZ
3. High level overview of the QOZ rules, including timing for certain actions
4. Comparison with like-kind exchanges
5. SEC Accredited Investor and Qualified Purchaser Issues

Gifting issues

1. Grantor trusts and planning opportunities
2. Basis issues for gifted interests
3. Charitable gifts
4. Transactions with grantor trusts
5. GRATs; partnership planning

Life Insurance considerations

1. Investing in QOZs with life insurance
2. Parallel Insurance Dedicated Funds (IDFs) to QOZs
3. Balancing deferral versus income tax nonrecognition
4. Policy structuring including modified endowment contract (MEC) considerations
5. Expanding amount being invested with frozen cash value policies
6. Holding policies in an irrevocable life insurance trust (ILIT)
7. Premium financing considerations

Death of QOZ investor

1. Rules re: non-recognition
2. Tacking holding periods
3. Recognition events and Section 691
4. Planning considerations for 12/31/26 (liquidity for taxes)

Post-mortem funding of trusts

1. Funding QTIP, Credit Shelter & Generation-Skipping Trusts and outright bequests
2. Compliance and planning considerations as no longer grantor trusts
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Objectives of QOZ Provision
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• Purpose:

◦ To increase business activity and economic investment in low-income communities

◦ Presumably to improve the quality of life for the current residents of thatcommunity

• Potential obstacles:

◦ Some QOZs are not low-income areas and/or do not require additional tax incentives

◦ Up to 37% of the investment in a QOF does not have to be in theQOZ

◦ Prices of property in a QOZ increased as a result of the tax benefits (the QOZ premium),

and are likely to decline when the tax benefits end in2026

◦ There is no requirement that the work must be performed by QOZ residents

◦ There are only limited guardrails on the types of projects that qualify for the benefit, and  

generally can be aimed at the wealthy

◦ Reporting requirements about projects, investments and benefits weredropped

◦ There is no measure as to whether to program iseffective



QOZ Rules
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• The QOZ rules are set forth in:

◦ Section 1400Z-1, relating to the designation of QOZs

◦ Section 1400Z-2, relating to the tax treatment

◦ Proposed regulations under Section 1400Z-2, which can be relied on pending the  

issuance of final regulations (other than with respect to sales or exchanges after 

10 years).  Final regulations are expected soon

◦ Rev. Rul. 2018-29, relating to original use and substantial improvement

◦ Recent proposed legislation would enhance reporting requirements and/or 

retroactively  make it harder to comply

• Qualified Opportunity Zone (QOZ)

◦ A population census tract that is a low-income community (for purposes of the new  

markets tax credit), or a contiguous population census tract if median family 

income does not  exceed 125% of that in the contiguous low-income tract (but not 

more than 5% of tracts)

• Designation lasts 10 years

• Not changed by future changes in boundaries of a census tract or income

◦ Designated by the governor, and

◦ Certified by the TreasuryDepartment

• Currently, there are 8,764 QOZs

• In all 50 states, DC and 5 U.S. possessions

• List and map of QOZs are available at www.cdfifund.gov/Pages/Opportunity-Zones.aspx

http://www.cdfifund.gov/Pages/Opportunity-Zones.aspx


Summary of QOZ Tax Benefits
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• Deferral of gain

◦ The capital gain that is reinvested in a QOF is deferred until the earlier of December  

31, 2026 or the date the investment in the QOF is sold or exchanged (or there is 

another  inclusion event)

• Elimination of gain

◦ If the investment in the QOF is held for at least 5 years before the deferral period  

ends, 10% of the deferred gain is eliminated

◦ If it is held for at least 7 years, an additional 5% of the deferred gain is eliminated

• Exclusion of gain

◦ If the investment in the QOF is held for at least 10 years, any appreciation in the  QOF 

investment is not subject to income tax

11



Tax Benefits of QOZ
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• Deferral of gain

◦ A taxpayer can elect to exclude capital gain to the extent he makes a qualified 

investment  in a QOF

▪Applies to STCG, LTCG, capital gain dividends, and net 1231 gain

▪ But not apply to gain on sales to related persons or from offsetting positions

▪For a pass through entity, the election can be made by the entity, or to the extentnot  

made by the entity, by an owner with respect to his portion of the remaininggain

▪ Election is made on Form 8949 (Sales and Other Dispositions of Capital Assets)

◦ Election must be made within 180 days after the recognitiondate

▪For net 1231 gain, the 180 day period begins at end of tax year

▪For election by an owner of a pass through entity, the 180 day period begins on date  

for the entity election or the last day of entity’s taxyear

• Inclusion of deferredgain

◦ The excluded gain must be included in income on the earlier of the date of an 

inclusion  event or December 31, 2026

▪On an inclusion event: include the lesser of the percentage of the deferred gain  

attributable to the qualified investment disposed of or the FMV of the qualified  

investment disposed of

12



Tax Benefits of QOZ (continued)
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▪On December 31, 2026: include the lesser of the remaining deferred gain, or the  

FMV of the qualified investment minus the basis in the qualified investment (as  

increased by the 10% or 15% eliminated, if applicable)

▪ The character of the gain is the same as the gainexcluded

▪ Partnership can borrow to make tax distribution, provided not part of a disguised sale

◦ Inclusion events include:

▪Reduction in qualified investment, including a gift (except as a result of the  

taxpayer’s death, but the deferred gain is IRD)

▪ Certain distributions by a QOF (except for a partnership, distributions not inexcess

of the partner’s outside basis provided it is not part of a disguisedsale)

▪ Claim of worthlessness deduction

▪ QOF ceases to exist

▪ Liquidation of QOF owner

▪ Change in status of grantor trust (except as a result of the grantor’s death)

▪ Not include certain tax-free asset transfers

13



Tax Benefits of QOZ (continued)
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◦ Exclusion of gain on sale after holding at least 10 years

▪If taxpayer elected to defer gain and held his qualified investment in the QOF for at least  

10 years, the taxpayer can elect to step up his basis in the qualified investment to FMV  

(including his share of liabilities of a QOF partnership) at the time of thesale

▪ Applies even if QOZ in which the investment was made ceases to be a QOZ

▪ Under the Proposed Regulations, not apply if the sale is made after December 31, 2047

▪Under the Proposed Regulations, for sale of a qualified investment in a QOF  

partnership, immediately prior to the sale, the partnership’s basis of its assets are stepped  

up to FMV (including debt) in a manner similar to Section 743(b). This eliminates ordinary  

income attributable to “hot assets” (unrealized receivables, depreciation recapture and  

inventory items) and the related capital loss

▪Under the Proposed Regulations, a taxpayer may elect to exclude gain from a sale of  

QOZ Property by a QOF partnership or QOF S corporation if he held his interest in the  

QOF for at least 10 years. The exclusion only applies to capital gain (including net 1231  

gain). The eliminated gain increases the taxpayer’s basis in his qualified investment in the  

QOF. However, the exclusion does not apply to non-QOZ Property, ordinary income  

(including gain from hot assets), or to gain from a sale of assets by a QOZ Partnership



Tax Benefits of QOZ (continued)
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◦ Qualified investment in QOF

▪ Must be an investment in an equity interest in theQOF

▪ Amount of qualified

investment  Cash: amount 

of net cash

Property in nontaxable transaction: lesser of net basis or net FMV of theproperty

Property in taxable transaction: FMV

Interest purchased from a third party: purchase price  

Cannot exceed the gain elected to be deferred

▪Basis is initially zero, but is increased by the gain eliminated and the gain  

recognized. In a partnership, it is also increased by the partner’s share of liabilities

▪ Holding period does not include holding period of contributedproperty

◦ Mixed funds

▪ Any excess investment over the qualified investment does not receive QOZ benefits

▪ Excess is subject to the normal tax rules relating to gain, basis and holding period

◦ Anti-abuse rules

◦ Taxpayer reports deferred gain, investment, dispositions on annual Form 8997 

(Initial and Annual Statement of QOF Investments)

15



Corporation or partnership

≥70% of tangible property is used in

business in QOZ

≥50% of gross income is from active  

conduct of business in QOZ

≥40% of intangible property is used

in active conduct of business in QOZ

<5% of property is nonqualified  

financial property (other than  

reasonable WCAssets)

QOZ Business during ≥90% QOF’s  

holding period

Not a sin business

Structure of QOF

QOF

QOZ Business

investor Contributes cash or property for equity  

Reports deferred gain on Forms 8949 &8997

Corporation or partnership

Purpose is investing in a QOZ

≥90% of assets are QOZ Property  

Self-certifies on annual Form 8996

Contributes cash for equity

QOZ Business

Property

Tangible property used in business in a QOZ

Acquired by purchase from unrelated person

Original use or substantial improvement

≥70% of use is in QOZ for ≥90% of QOF orQOZ  

Business’s holding period

Recent proposed legislation would retroactively make it harder to comply
© 2019 LOEB & LOEB LLP16



Definitions
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• Qualified Opportunity Fund (QOF)

◦ An investment vehicle,

◦ Organized as a corporation or a partnership for income tax purposes,

▪ Formed in 50 states or D.C.

▪ Formed in a U.S. possession if organized to invest in QOZ Propertythere

◦ For investment in QOZ Property (other than anotherQOF),

◦ That holds at least 90% of its assets in QOZ Property,and

▪90% is based on average percentages at the end of 6 months and end of tax year

▪The QOF can exclude from the numerator and denominator property received by a  

QOF partnership as a capital contribution or a QOF corporation solely in exchangefor  

stock of the corporation, received not more than 6 months before the computation  

date, and held at all times in cash, cash equivalents or debt with a term of 18 months  

or less (“WC Assets”). The QOF does not have to use the same method for each  

semi-annual computation period

▪ Gross income from WC Assets meeting the safe harbor counts as good income

▪Penalty if fails to meet, unless due to reasonable cause or if QOF keeps sale  

proceeds in WC Assets and reinvests in QOZ Property within 12 months

◦ Self-certifies on annual Form 8996 (Qualified Opportunity Fund) that it qualifies



Definitions (continued)
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• Qualified Opportunity Zone Property (QOZProperty)

◦ QOZ Stock or QOZ Partnership Interest,or

◦ QOZ Business Property

• QOZ Stock or QOZ Partnership Interest

◦ Equity in a corporation or partnership,

▪ Formed in 50 states or D.C.

▪ Formed in U.S. possession to engage in QOZ Businessthere

◦ Acquired by the QOF after December 31, 2017 from the issuer for cash,

◦ As of the issuance date, the issuer was a QOZ Business (or if a new entity, was formed  

for the purpose of being a QOZ Business), and

◦ During at least 90% of the QOF’s holding period for such equity, the issuer qualified as a

QOZ Business

◦ For QOZ Stock, the issuer did not redeem equity form the taxpayer or a related person  

within 2 years before or after issuance, and did not redeem at least 5% of the aggregate 

value of  its securities within 1 year before or after issuance



Definitions (continued)
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• QOZ Business Property

◦ Tangible property used in a trade or business

◦ Acquired by purchase from an unrelated person after December 31, 2017

◦ Either the original use in the QOZ begins with the QOF or the QOF makes improvements  

to the property in a 30 month period in an amount greater than its basis as of the 

beginning of  such period, and

▪Original use occurs when the property is placed in service in the QOZ for  

depreciation purposes

▪ Original use restarts if the property is unused or vacant for 5 consecutiveyears

▪ Substantial improvement is determined on an asset by assetbasis

▪ Does not apply to land used in a business

◦ During at least 90% of the QOF’s holding period for the property, at least 70% of 

the  property’s use was in a QOZ

▪ 70% test is based on the value of the property within and without theQOZ

◦ Special rules for leased property



Definitions (continued)
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• QOZ Business

◦ A trade or business in which at least 70% of the tangible property owned or leased is  

QOZ Business Property,

▪ Tangible property that ceases to meet the requirements continues to qualify until the

earlier of 5 years or until it ceases to be held by the QOZBusiness

▪ If WC Assets meet the safe harbor, tangible assets are treated as qualifying

◦ At least 50% of its gross income is from the active conduct of a trade or business in a

QOZ,

▪Safe harbor if at least half the (1) number of hours worked are in a QOZ, (2) amount  

paid for services are for services in a QOZ, or (3) gross income is generated from  

tangible property and management or operational functions in a QOZ (1 and 2 include  

independent contractors)

▪ Active trade or business is not defined.  However, the ownership and operation

(including leasing) of real property is active. But a triple net lease of real property is not

▪If WC Assets meet the safe harbor, income from the WC Assets is treated as  

qualifying

◦ At least 40% of any intangible property of the business (whether owned or leased) is used 

in the active conduct of a trade or business in a QOZ,

• If WC Assets meet the safe harbor, use of the WC Assets is treated as qualifying



OEB LLP

Definitions (continued)

◦ Less than 5% of the basis is attributable to debt, stock and other financial 

instruments,  except a reasonable amount of working capital held in WC Assets or 

receivables from the  sale of services or inventory, and

▪ WCAssets are deemed reasonable in amount if:

(a) the amounts are designated in writing for the development of a trade

or  business (including the acquisition, construction or substantial 

improvement of  property) in a QOZ,

(b) there is a written schedule consistent with the ordinary start-up of a  

business for the expenditure of the WCAsset, which under the schedule

must be  spent within 31 months after receipt,and

(c) the WC Assets are actually used in a manner that is substantially

consistent with (a) and (b)

▪ The safe harbor is not affected by a delay in expending WC Assets by 

waiting for  governmental action following a completed application

▪ The safe harbor can be used separatelyfor receipts at different times

◦ Not a private or commercial golf course, country club, massage parlor, hot tub or 

sun tan facility, race track or other gambling facility, or a liquor store

▪ Nothing prevents a QOF or QOZ Business from dealing with such abusiness

▪ List has not been updated (e.g., does not include marijuana or vaping)

21



Illustration of Tax Benefits
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In 2019, A sells stock for $3,000,000, which he bought in 2000 for $1,000,000  

In 2019,A reinvests the $2,000,000 gain in a QOF

A sells the QOF interest in 2030 for$5,000,000  

Tax rate on gain is 23.8%

Traditional Investment QOF

2019 gain $2,000,000 LTCG

2019 tax $476,000

2026 gain $1,700,000 LTCG 15% eliminated

2026 tax $404,600

2030 gain $3,000,000 LTCG eliminated by step  

up in basis to FMV

2030 tax $714,000

Total tax $1,190,000 $404,600

QOF benefit: $785,400 tax saving plus use of tax amount for 7 years



Comparison with Like-Kind Exchange
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QOZ Section 1031

Relinquished property capital gain or net 1231 gain U.S. real property

Replacement property equity in QOF like-kind U.S. real property

Who can reinvest the seller, or if a pass through

entity, any owner allocated gain

the seller

Reinvestment required to defer  

total gain

amount of gain total proceeds

must also match any mortgage

Time to reinvest 180 days the earlier of 180 days or the  

due date of the tax return  

(including extensions), but  

must designate within 45 days

Ability to receive cash yes no

Basis in replacement property -0-, but is increased by gain  

eliminated and recognized;  

FMV on sale after 10 years

carryover basis

Step up at death no yes
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Gifting Issues

• Under latest proposed regulations, general rule is that any disposition that reduces the taxpayer’s equity interest in the 

qualifying investment for Federal income tax purposes will be an inclusion event, including: 

– Taxable dispositions; 

– Certain non-recognition transactions; 

– Gifts; and  

– Charitable donations

• Exception: Grantor Trusts: transfer of a qualifying investment by gift by the taxpayer to a trust that is treated as a 

grantor trust of which the taxpayer is the deemed owner is not an inclusion event
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Gift Planning

• Grantor Trust Transactions

– Annuity payments

– Substitutions

– Sales? 

– Cessation of grantor trust status – recognition event in all cases other than death

– Neither the termination of grantor trust status by reason of the grantor’s death nor the distribution by that trust to a 

trust beneficiary by reason of the grantor’s death is an inclusion event, but considered IRD (see basis slide)

• GRAT planning

• Valuation issues



• Differences between Charitable Lead (CT) and Remainder (CRT) Trusts

• Creating an upfront charitable income and gift tax deduction while

recapturing the income taxation in future years with a Grantor Charitable

Lead Trust

• More likely to see a Charitable Lead Annuity compared to a Charitable Lead

Unitrust

• If can address recapture of upfront income tax deduction and value

increases, this can allow leveraged passing wealth to the next generation,

but not dynastically due to an Estate Tax Inclusion Period (ETIP)

• Charitable Lead can be established inter vivos or testamentarily and create

generational wealth transfer

• Consideration of application for Qualified Opportunity Zones investors,

irrespective of attaining the income tax benefits

27
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P a r t n e r s h i p  P l a n n i n g  w i t h  Q u a l i f i e d  

O p p o r t u n i t y  F u n d  I n v e s t m e n t s

• Time does not permit, but some are discussing use of a §704(c) taint on

investment contributions, income tax realization allocation to the Qualified

Investment Fund Investment with the other portion of the partnership for

generational transfer of wealth

• Private investment funds and their carried interests, plus family and friend

separate Limited Liability Companies may provide an opportunity to pass

down wealth, but need to mindful of §2701 concerns, potentially with vertical

slices containing carried and regular partnership interests

• Not just for §2701 carried interest concerns, a way to pass private

investment fund interests generationally can be a preferred freeze

partnership, albeit noting a premium to the preferred interest’s economic

interests

28



Investing in Qualified
Opportunity Zones

November 2019

The Role of Life  

Insurance

Ricardo R. Calderon, Managing Director  
MAS Advisors, LLC  

www.masadvisorsllc.com
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How to Invest in Opportunity
Zones Using Life Insurance

❑ Borrow from the Cash Value of permanent life  insurance
policy such as a whole life or UL policy.

❑ Take a Tax-free withdrawal up to basis.

❑ Pledge the life insurance policy as collateral for a loan  
with a lender.

❑ Alternatively, investment in QOZs using a separate
account of a private placement variable life or annuity  
contract.

30



Limits of QOZs

❑ Deferral on gain extends for 10 years.

❑ To defer a gain, a taxpayer has 180 days from the date of  
the sale or exchange of appreciated property to invest  
the realized gain (typically a capital gain) into a QOZ  
Fund.

❑ The taxpayer may invest the return of principal as well as  
the recognized capital gain, but only the portion of the  
investment attributable to the capital gain will be eligible  
for the exemption from tax on further appreciation.

❑ QOZ Funds have lower risk-adjusted return with less  
liquidity and a long holding period.

31



Structuring QOZs and Insurance  
Dedicated Funds (IDFs)

❑ By creating a parallel IDF to invest in QOZs as well as other
compatible investments, sponsors can offer more complete
tax deferral.

❑ While no rollover on deferral of gain is permitted, an IDF has
no recognition of tax on interest income, dividend income,
or short or long term gains from any source.

❑ IDFs not subject to a 10 year investment period.

❑ IDF is owned by the separate account of private placement
insurance provider and then is available for allocation to
variable contract owners.

32



What are the Tax Advantages?

❑ Same as other life insurance products: tax-deferred  
inside buildup, access to tax-free life insurance proceeds  
on non-MECs, tax free death benefit, no recognition of  
gain when transferring amongst various investment  
options.

❑ Result is that IDF greatly expands
❑ Tax deferral on all sources of QOZ income.

❑ Structuring opportunities to cover various tax deferred streams of  
income such as lease payments or debt facilities.

❑ Allows for allocation to non-QOZ investments.

❑ Imposes no time limit on investing.

❑ Creates new category of investor.

33



Advanced Life Insurance Policy  
Structuring Issues

❑ What are the issues surrounding using a modified  
endowment contract (MEC) rather than a non-MEC

❑ How to expand the amount being invested with 7702(g)  
frozen cash value policies

❑ Special considerations when using policies with Premium  
financing

34



MAS Advisors LLC is an SEC Registered Investment Advisor with offices in

Miami and Memphis, providing investment advisory services in connection

with investment management of insurance company separate accounts,

management of insurance dedicated funds and personal wealth

management. This briefing is for informational purposes only and should

not be construed as legal or tax advice and is not intended to replace the

advice of a qualified attorney or an accountant. Nothing herein is intended

as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial investment

nor for the purchase or sale of any insurance policy. MAS Advisors LLC is not

engaged in rendering tax, legal or actuarial services. The recipient agrees to

maintain this information in strict confidence.

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL – NOT FOR PUBLIC DISSEMINATION.
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P r e m i u m  F i n a n c e  a n d  L i f e  

I n s u r a n c e

• With long-term Qualified Opportunity Zone investment term and lack liquidity, whether in

terms of addressing potential estate tax or with the use of a Private Placement Life

Insurance (PPLI) policy raises the question of cash to make premium payments

• For some doing estate planning, especially those with closely-held businesses and real

estate investments, consideration has turned to using financing from life insurance

companies, private banks and stand-alone institutions to borrow money to pay life

insurance premiums, hoping the internal rate of return on a life insurance policy will exceed

by at least 200 basis points the cost of capital (while noting investment performance is

generally up and down, not lineally i.e. as a constant rate every year)

• Financing might be interest only for a terms of years and a plan is required to pay back

principal in Year X

• Generally, an Indexed Universal Life (IUL) policy has been the preferred policy type for

premium financing

• Traditionally, the asset protection features of a PPLI policy’s segregated account, with the

policy’s cash surrender value investment, prevented collateral for financing

• Lately, premium financing in European countries with negative interest rates, e.g.

Switzerland, has become possible at LIBOR

November 25, 2019 36
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Death

• Distribution of the qualifying investment to the beneficiary by the estate or by operation of law is not an inclusion event

– transfer of the qualifying investment to the deceased owner’s estate

– distribution by the estate to the decedent’s beneficiary
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Basis Considerations

• Basis depends on certain holding periods

– Starts at zero

– 5 years:  basis equals 10% of deferred gain

– 7 years: basis equals 15% of deferred gain

– All deferred gains recognized no later that 12/31/2026

• The holding period of a qualifying investment held by a taxpayer who received that qualifying investment as a gift to a 

grantor trust that was not an inclusion event, or by reason of the prior owner’s death, includes the time during which that 

qualifying investment was held by the donor or the deceased owner, respectively

• You would need to have your QOZ investment in place by 12/31/19 in order to satisfy the 7 year holding requirement

• The gain required to be recognized by 12/31/26 is just the original capital gain that was rolled into the QOZ investment

• For QOZ investments held longer than 10 years, the post-acquisition gain is excluded from income
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The information and data contained in this presentation are from sources considered reliable, but their accuracy and completeness is not guaranteed. It has been 

prepared for informational purposes only. It does not provide individually tailored investment advice. It has been prepared without regard to the individual financial 

circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC (“Morgan Stanley”) recommends that investors independently evaluate 

particular investments and strategies, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a Morgan Stanley Financial Advisor. The appropriateness of a particular 

investment or strategy will depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives. 

Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC (“Morgan Stanley”), its affiliates and Morgan Stanley Financial Advisors and Private Wealth Advisors do not provide tax or legal 

advice. Clients should consult their tax advisor for matters involving taxation and tax planning and their attorney for matters involving trust and estate planning, 

charitable giving, philanthropic planning and other legal matters.

Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC does not accept appointments nor will it act as a trustee but it will provide access to trust services through an appropriate third-

party corporate trustee.

Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management is a division of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC.
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